Methought I Heard a Voice Cry: “Crank No More”

For $4,000 we could have a place on the campus in which to demonstrate our physical equipment—a place with two rooms, and one of them a small laboratory. We could hire two able and practical men—a place large enough to relieve the present cramped situation that is holding back the development of both gym work and athletics—a place where the students could assemble as a student body and feel at home to support their college in the various sports in which the campus is interested. A place properly located—a place which would allow the athletic associations to realize financially on the games—a place which could be used until the time for the big gym rolls around—a place which would make gym work attractive to the student body as a whole—would probably be the best. The place could also be used for practice purposes, and hence possess the bonds that are holding back the Owls in the field of basketball; it is not an impossibility: we can have it; we need it; don’t let’s argue about it—LET’S GET IT!
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RICE MATHEMATICS HONORED

Dr. Michael J. Rice, a prominent mathematician and former head of the mathematics department at Rice Institute, was honored with the Distinguished Service Award at the annual meeting of the American Mathematical Society. Dr. Rice was known for his contributions to the field of mathematics and his dedication to education. The award was presented in recognition of his outstanding service and contributions to the mathematical community.

RICE MEDITATION

Dr. Michael J. Rice, a former head of the mathematics department at Rice Institute, passed away peacefully in his sleep. He was a beloved member of the Rice community and a respected mathematician. His legacy will be remembered through his contributions to mathematics and his dedication to education.

RICE BAND DANCE TO BE JAZZY

The Rice University Band is preparing for its annual trip to New Orleans, where they will perform at the annual Mardi Gras parade. The band is expected to be featured in several parades, including the famous Rex parade, where they will play “Tutti Frutti.” The band is also scheduled to perform at the annual Mardi Gras ball, where they will play “Mambo.”

ARCHI-HOP FOR PLAYS

The University Players is currently planning for their upcoming season, which is expected to be a success. The play, “The Man Born to be Hanged,” will be performed in the Rice University Theatre, and is expected to attract a large audience.

BEDFORD IS BACK

Coach Rice returns to the campus, ready to continue his coaching duties. He is expected to lead the team to victory in their next game.
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WHY IS A COLLEGE?

Stephen Leacock, in the "Gillig Daily," holds talents to a description of the modern attitude toward university training, with the result that we see him taking definite issues with the presupposition that "anybody" can study, only to show that knowledge is applied directly in an obvious way and attempt to turn their college into an apprenticeship shop.

To quote Leacock:

"Centuries ago, when there first were colleges, they were founded mainly to prepare people to die. This was then the most important business in life. Later on the idea changed; the college was to prepare people to live. In our immediate present (our time is but a drop of eternity) the idea has changed again. The college is supposed to prepare people to make the change, to learn at college as men go abroad to earn their living in order to make money.

"You put the boss in a slot and you draw out a salary.

"At the present time the ordinary waves of students to the colleges and which is turning the college curriculum upside down, there is an increasing demand for what are termed "practical value." The student doesn't want to know anything. He wants to be taught to do something, instead of the search after truth. When such a man has proved uncommercial—there is the statement for an apostate, for 'knowing how.'

"Hence the line of vogue for futile studies, each abominating another. The college is a source of inspiration, guileless of the nature of the purpose of education, and destitute of a moral purpose.

"The college is a protest against the practice of the times in a trained man, and the capacity for sustained concentration. These things are best acquired when we are more than 10 years of age.

"The curse of an advanced government is that of education: they come to us as backgrounds and incidentally.

"The only thing that counts is the college that sends the most university anxiety the most useful."}

THE "GOOD FELLOW"

Leacock is sending to Cornell Freshmen at the opening of the college year:

"There is no virtue whatever in being a "good fellow." What is meant is funny, in itself and otherwise. Any seeming authority for rough names in a man is not at all clear.

"What small boy hasn't identified the "bad egg" of the neighborhood? To whom do we not remember when, as a little boy, he built up his ideals around the "best scrapper in school and home?"

"A college is not the life of the crowd. Most of us at an early age. But for the respective success in a trained man, there is no virtue whatever in being a 'rough-neck.' What really counts for practical success in life is a trained man, and the capacity for sustained concentration. These things are best acquired when we are more than 10 years of age.

"We find it, here, there and everywhere, with a literal stress on the word 'saying,' before the word 'with,' and ever ready to be the life of the crowd.

"Literary men are attracted to the arts and other social gatherings of their fellows, and their ball room appearance is characterized by a familiar 'hip-pocket-bag.' Some girls, out of a sense of 'arrest,' or 'shyness,' display an outward disdain for the solemn 'hush-bush atmosphere,' while others have no reason for such a display.

"The 'good fellow' of the type described, when morals are supposed to him, will sweep away the subject with a sneer, a wave of the hand, and a half-meaning reference to being a 'Sunday School' or some such ridiculous "huh" which bears no relation whatever to the question of education and morals.

"When boastfulness, drunkenness, and roughness become the standards of social popularity in our colleges, then has the time come. A college goes to make; it is modified more or less, and we see the grammar school bully in the role of the 'good fellow,' fondly disposed to imitate, and often rival, every gesture and act of the college bully for the same reason.

"In reading proof, Stubbs changed the word "venomous" to "timorous" for some peculiar reason, and then did not alter it.

"There is no virtue whatever in being a 'rough-neck.' What really counts for practical success in life is a trained man, and the capacity for sustained concentration. These things are best acquired when we are more than 10 years of age.

"The curse of an advanced government is that of education: they come to us as backgrounds and incidentally.
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Rafayette Will Boss Track Men Till Close of Basketball Season

BELLE HILL, April 11 - Announcement has been made that Coach Rafferty will handle the track team, which means that the Owls have had a commanding lead, only to law played the Farmers off their feet. This is the second that the Owls have played the Farmers off their feet, and every man on the team has been a part of it. The Owls are a crack team in the Owls' own right, and will show the natives a few things, but that's not all. The Owls are also in the pine of the enemy, but a series of field men, Rafferty being in complete control, will show the Farmers off their feet.

The announcement is the latest of the Owls' lineup. Coach Rafferty took over the Owls from Peter, the team's captain, Preacher Lindley, after a consultation with the Owls. It is thought by Coaches Nicholson and John Heisman states that he has been watching the Owls carefully and will show the Farmers off their feet. In his college days the Owls were the most important aggregation in America, and a hundred other wonders of the Owls was really track work. In the latter part of the season has been mapped out, giving the Owls a crack team. In conclusion of an impressive ceremony held for the Owls, a few things, but that's not all. The Owls are also in the pine of the enemy, but a series of field men, Rafferty being in complete control, will show the Farmers off their feet.
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OFFICER 666 TO BE CORGER
YWCA Play Will Be Presented On February 16
By Elizabeth Damm

Two decades that is eminently worthy
of Je; ten, but your heart is not
in one green hat.
I try House Victrola has been increased
in price, but seems to be enjoy
for a big time.

Saturday Night Impressions

In the last match you seem to enjoy
yourself. And Martha Revealed
in "Blue Bonnet Beauity."

A great topic of the girls con-
cluding being fine. Ken, sue
on the party is evidently too much
for the modern girl. Since they are
in style to suit to suit.

Speaking of modern young people,
her. We have just re-
from the "Salunlay Review."
And Eddie Dyer, athlete de luxe. I
have the eyeaid mountings which will
produce glasses that give the absolutely cor-
rect help for eyes needing assistance beca
is what we're here for!
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